
Hello from Hungary! 

Things are well here in Hungary for the Mann family. We continue to strive in learning this harmonious 
language yet it remains a huge challenge. Please pray as we study and try to understand all the many 
endings and functions of words. Hungarian is an  agglutinative language. It uses various  affixes 
(mainly  suffixes, but also some  prefixes)  and a  circumfix  to change a word's meaning and grammatical 
function. If you are confused by this sentence you are not alone! Basically, take a word and add an ending or 
beginning or both or multiple endings to change the meaning. So, “I ate”, “they ate” and “we ate” are all the 
same word but with different endings… trying to get these endings memorized, used, and functional is only 
the start, They also need to be pronounced perfectly, otherwise one word quickly becomes the very wrong 
word. For example, hát is back (of a person) while hat is six. The difference in sound is so close that I don’t 
hear it yet, but as you can imagine, that little dash that means hold the “a” (like awe) out just a millisecond 
longer makes a huge difference. It is a challenge.  

We are working with a church here while learning Hungarian and things there are going great! During the 
Friday evening midweek service,I have been going through a Discipleship class called Foundations produced 
by Vision Baptist Church in Alpharetta, GA. I was able, with much help, to get it translated into Hungarian. 
It is a workbook course with fill in the blanks and challenge questions at the end of each lesson. We have set 
up a great plan to go through the course. It is designed to be a one on one class but we are doing it in a group 
setting. We have two weeks of class then one week of questions. On this third week of questions, I prepare 
some American food: pulled BBQ pork sandwiches, Sloppy Joe's, and such. They love it! Once we finish this 
course, the people will be ready to teach others also (2 Timothy 2:2)..  

Bearing Precious Seed ministry out of Milford, OH is sending over 50,000 more John and Romans which  
will be arriving soon! We could use much help in passing these out to the homes of Hungarians. Please pray 
about coming over to help with this huge project.  

Thank you to all the many churches that gave towards our Christmas gifts. We used this money to go and 
visit the nearby city of Vienna. While it is a great and beautiful city with much history and culture, it was the 
great multitudes (2.6 million) of people that grabbed my attention. From my understanding, religious visas 
are not given and this leaves a great void of the gospel in Austria. Please pray for these souls that they can be 
reached and the gospel can change their lives as well.  
Thank you for your prayers! 
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